PRESS RELEASES

BLACKER THAN BLACK

Turnstyle Designs have developed a beautiful and very contemporary new plated finish, Matt Black Chrome. A series of closely guarded processes produce an incredibly solid, deep, matt black finish that is now available on all Turnstyles brass parts and it is made to order.

Shown here in some of their Solid Door levers and cabinet pulls, the finish also looks stunning with black leather or the Black Bronze Amalfine™ (a range of images or samples are available upon request). Alternatively mix it up with contrasting finish grips, the Alupewt™ Wire grip looks industrial.

Black finishing has grown and grown in popularity across many products in the design industry, from faucets to lighting and by popular demand from clients Turnstyle have now introduced the finish to their collections of 10 different metal finishes. The finish is incredibly durable, suitable for interior or exterior applications.
Turnstyle Designs - British Artisans of Luxury Door Hardware

Turnstyle has recently been awarded the Queen's award for enterprise 2018- the UK’s highest accolade for business success. The honour has been awarded in the category of ‘International Trade’ in recognition of exceptional export sales.

The company revamped its website to provide clients with an online configurator that can visualise all the possible combinations on a tablet or smartphone. Amazingly, with around 2,000 individual components in stock, it has worked out that its standard range of products provides up to 20,000 different combinations of styles, materials and finishes.

Turnstyle Designs was established by Steve Roberts in 1992, out of a small shed in the back garden of a cottage in Bideford, Devon, UK and now employs over 40 staff worldwide, has a showroom in The Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour, London and exports 70% of its products to be included in High-end Residential, Marine and Commercial projects around the world.